
CANDIDATE FOR THE NASSAU SUFFOLK REGION’S 64TH S’GANIT
STEPHANIE PINCUS

VISION STATEMENT
This past year took a huge toll on BBYO. While those of us who were passionate

about BBYO stayed involved in our chapters and region, many prospects and members
faded away. My goal as Regional S’ganit is to help the region and chapters rebuild and
strengthen after a rough programming year. Though we do not know what next term will

look like in terms of virtual or in person events, I am devoted to giving NSR members
the best experiences. I will do this by utilizing and enhancing program banks for in
person and virtual events, and having more ‘WOW' programs. I Intend to increase
member’s experiences by holding regional events more frequently. I will do this by

introducing BBGG and BBYO Formal, and continuing BBG lounge throughout the year.
Together we can grow as a region and be stronger than ever.

Tell us about yourself
I joined Masada BBG in 8th grade and instantly wanted to take part in programming. My

flame was lit during spirit on my first convention. I loved the unity of all the chapters
cheering together and in that moment I understood what BBYO truly was. After that

convention I held my first leadership position as chapter membership chair which led me
to chapter Aym Ha. This past term I have proudly served as Masada BBG’s N’siah and
have loved every minute of it. Outside of BBYO, I am on East Meadow High Schools
swim team and track and field team. I am involved in Model congress and in my free

time I love to relax by watching T.V.
Why are you running for this position?

I am running for your 64th regional S’ganit because I believe that I have the experience
along with the passion to amplify NSR’s events and programs. BBYO has had such a

large impact on me and I want to give back to the community. This year has been really
hard for BBYO and I know that I can help rebuild our region.

What makes you a strong leader?
What makes me a strong leader is that I am dedicated to the roles that I take on. I am
able to be flexible but maintain a clear end goal. I enjoy the collaboration with others to

combine multiple ideas and perspectives to create the best product.
What will you contribute to NSR’s success next term?

My experiences as chapter N’siah and from steering have taught me what makes a
good program great. I plan to use the skills I have developed to work with my

counterparts to improve regional and chapter programming. I will create programs that
will bring BBG’s together and strengthen regional bonds.


